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Abstract.
Environmental law has advanced quickly, not only in relation to the role of law as a
means of development (a tool of social engineering) with the function of an agent of
development or agent of change, but also more prominently about the function of
law as protection, control, and legal certainty for society (social control) with the role
of agent of stability. This legal research is normative legal research with a focus on
positive legal norms (ius constitutum), that is, it focuses more on the application of
positive legal norms and principles using a statutory approach (statutes approach),
which is pertinent to the study of how legal issues are formulated in this legal
research. Law Number 11 of 2020 Concerning Job Creation’s environmental cluster
setting, particularly the elimination of criminal penalties, is extremely inappropriate.
Due to the repeal of criminal penalties in Law Number 11 of 2020 Concerning Job
Creation, administrative sanctions are not subject to stringent regulation. Legislation
that prioritizes environmental and health issues and establishes a legal framework for
the environment is required. This legislation should be written utilizing the omnibus
process once more.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Environmental law has advanced quickly, not only in relation to the role of law as
a means of development (a tool of social engineering) with the function of agent of
development or agent of change, but also more prominently in relation to the function
of law as protection, control, and legal certainty for society (social control) with the role
of agent of stability.[1] The majority of the literature on environmental law, which is still
a developing field of law, is found in administrative law (administratief recht). Through
improved law enforcement, government inspections can have a substantial impact on
how firms make environmental decisions.[2]

Existing policies, laws, and regulations are incapable of resolving numerous problems,
particularly offenses in the environmental sector. Due to the accelerated advancements
in environmental awareness and information exchange, the public is becoming more
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aware of environmental issues.[3] Environmental catastrophe stories are becoming
more prevalent.[3] Technological advancements were followed by an increase in the
sophistication and quantity of white collar crimes in the environmental sector, such as
illegal mining, illegal fishing, and illegal logging. These crimes, which can be classified
as white collar crimes, are still ongoing.[4] Fighting illegal logging became a government
priority as the issue of forests became highly politicised, fueled by popular pressure.[5]

In accordance with Law No. 32 of 2009 concerning Environmental Protection and
Management, environmental disputes may be resolved in or outside of justice.[6] Court-
based dispute resolution is intended for law enforcement in administrative law through
state administrative courts and general (Civil and Criminal) courts.[7] In Indonesia, the
enactment of Law Number 11 of 2020 on Job Creation ( Job Creation Law) has ushered
in a new era in the formulation of laws and regulations. The replacement of criminal
punishments for environmental offenses with administrative punishments is one of the
more intriguing aspects of Law No. 11 of 2020 concerning Job Creation.[8] In the practice
of enforcing environmental offenses committed by corporations or business entities,
the management of the company is frequently held criminally liable, while the company
itself is rarely punished. As outlined in UUPPLH, criminal provisions are intended to
protect the environment by imposing criminal threats in an effort to control pollution
and environmental damage, which contains philosophically ideal objectives regarding
environmental quality.[9]

According to Alfikri’s research, Law Number 11 of 2020 concerning Job Creation
aims to harmonize several laws and regulations that are considered to overlap. The
replacement of criminal punishments for environmental offenses with administrative
punishments is one of the more intriguing aspects of Law No. 11 of 2020 concerning
Job Creation. The replacement of criminal sanctions for environmental offenses with
administrative sanctions indicates a decline in environmental law enforcement.[10]

If this relates to the definition of corporate crime provided previously, it can be
concluded that further research on the urgency of corporate criminal responsibility
is required to realize the effectiveness of environmental criminal law enforcement. [11] In
addition, it is necessary to analyze the appropriate criminal justice system to be applied
to corporate criminal acts in the environmental field in order to create economic justice
(the economic conception of justice), according to which the law can create efficiency
that regulates and creates justice. [12]
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2. METHODOLOGY/ MATERIALS

This legal research is normative legal research with a focus on positive legal norms
(ius constitutum), that is, it focuses more on the application of positive legal norms and
principles through the use of a statutory approach (statutes approach), which is pertinent
to the study of how legal issues are formulated in this legal research. This inquiry begins
by finding the legal concepts that have been developed in specific laws, which are
specific areas of the (written) legal system. In this study, the writers used descriptive
methods to conduct research on legal principles, which are norms for unacceptable
behaviour or behaviour. As a result, the subject of a qualitative analysis is a research
technique that refers to legal standards found in laws and regulations.[13]

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Legal development entails the arrangement of matter (substance), institutions (structure),
and culture (culture), essentially.[14] Regarding the imposition of sanctions in policy
domains, particularly in the environmental cluster, Law No. 11 of 2020 pertaining to the
Creation of Jobs has significant flaws. Article 82B of Law No. 11 of 2020 pertaining
to Job Creation outlines the policy of removing criminal penalties for environmental
offenses and replacing them with administrative penalties. [15] Regarding paragraphs
(2) and (3) of Article 82 B of Law No. 11 of 2020 on Job Creation.

The environmental cluster arrangement in Law No. 11 of 2020 regarding Job Cre-
ation, particularly the abolition of criminal sanctions, is extremely inappropriate. This
is because, in the provisions regarding the abolition of criminal sanctions, there is no
option for administrative sanctions to take effect if administrative sanctions are not
complied with. Despite the fact that the authority to impose administrative sanctions
is primarily discretionary, the power to do so.[16] In the absence of criminal sanc-
tions, administrative sanctions are less stringently supervised. Meanwhile, environmen-
tal issues are growing in size, scope, and severity. Not only is the issue local or translocal,
but it is also regional, national, transnational, and global.[17] In this instance, the state
must act and respond to lawbreakers by imposing sanctions based on the nature of the
offense and the criminals involved.

Importantly, the Job Creation Law emphasizes the transition from “environmental
permits” to “environmental approval” when referring to the PPLH Law amendment.[18]
The application of sanctions for freezing and revocation of permits is immediate under
the PPLH Law if the business owner does not engage in government coercion, whereas
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the changes in PP No. 22/2021 as a derivative rule from the Job Creation Law regulates
the application of these sanctions in stages and adds new elements or categories to the
application. There are separate regulations and a different emphasis in the application
of these sanctions.[19] Nonetheless, it must be emphasized that in addition to further
action on permit suspension, the implementation of license revocation must also satisfy
the element that the business owner has committed irreversible and difficult-to-recover
environmental pollution.

In terms of environmental law enforcement, the existence of a criminal justice sys-
tem is crucial for achieving aspects of legal certainty that will contribute to justice,
including ecological (environmental) justice.[20] At the level of law/regulation formation,
the provisions of Law No. 11 of 2020 regarding Job Creation ( Job Creation Law) have
changed, allowing corporations more opportunities to commission environmental pol-
lution crimes. From the evidence contained in Article 88, the concept of unconditional
accountability is explained. The concept of “Strict Liability” is also recognized as a
Criminal Law principle.[21]

The ramifications of the enactment of the Job Creation Law, which is considered to
have been enacted in a hasty manner, will pose a threat to the environment. Due to
the ease of obtaining permission to establish a legal entity/corporation and the difficulty
of proving a corporate crime, a law should be enacted that is binding and capable of
ensnaring corporations so that they are better able to protect the environment when
conducting production.[22]

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

The abolition of criminal sanctions in Law No. 11 of 2020 regarding Job Creation
means administrative sanctions are not subject to stringent oversight. The Elimination of
Criminal Sanctions for Environmental Crimes provision of Job Creation Law 11 of 2020
should be unnecessary. The application of criminal sanctions remains a component
If administrative sanctions are ineffective against the perpetrators of environmental
crimes, then it is necessary to apply criminal sanctions as a primum remedium measure
to combat environmental crimes; acts of pollution and environmental damage must be
addressed firmly through the application of criminal sanctions. In order for the punish-
ment administered to deter others from committing similar offenses. The implication
of the enactment of Law No. 11 of 2020 regarding Job Creation against environmental
crimes by corporations is that the Job Creation Law’s provisions have been altered
to provide corporations with more opportunities to commission environmental crimes.
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There must be reintroduction of omnibus legislation that prioritizes environmental and
health concerns and serves as a legal umbrella for the environment, operating not only
as an administration but also as a conservation effort.
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